Dadalus and Icarus

Daedalus and Icarus are father and son they were
asked to visit king Herrod, king of Las Vegas. He lived in
an enormous castle, Daedalus and Icarus had to visit
king Herrod and Dadlus
and Icarus had to build a
maze for a creature half
bull half human called the
finished
they
thrown
said,
“I now
maze!”

minotaur. They finally
the maze. One night when
were asleep they were
into the maze but Daedalus
the way out! I did make this
So the king decided to lock them
in the tower. Then Daedalus
exclaimed to Icarus we can fly to
Africa .

Then every morning birds came to
his window and he said to the
birds if I give you some bird food will you give me a

feather and he said that every day of the day week
month year. And every night he was thinking how
sunny and nice it would be in Africa he was thinking of
relaxing on the beach having lots of nice food like ice
lolly’s and fruit and the fruits like oranges, apple,
dragon fruit, pine apple, keyway, and he really wanted
to get a job of a person how made chocolate bars like
whispers, crunches, dairy bars , villa chocolate , dark
chocolate, milk chocolate . then he finally go the wings
made then one night dadlus woke Icarus with the
nudge of a solder it’s time to go said dadlus go wear
said Icarus to Africa said dadlus and Icarus don’t fly to
close to the sun because the wax will melt and the
feathers can fall of and you will fall in to the sea and
you will drown to deaf but also don’t go to close to the
sea because the wings will get wet and they will be to
heavy and you will get drag in to the water and drown
Icarus it’s time to go now boy flew to Africa they got
their safely and they met Icarus’s friends called Alfie
and Sam and Icarus said do you want to come on our
adventure yes said Alfie and Sam so Dadlus made two
more pairs of wings of we go boys to Australia great
said Alfie and Sam but there is rules don’t fly to close
to the son ore the wax will melt and you will drown to
death and don’t go to close to the water because it will
make the feathers get really heavy and you will drown
to death ok boys time to go then so of they went Alfie
and Sam wear trying to stay in the middle of the water

and the sun so was Dadlus and Icarus and they landed
in Australia
safely and Sam
decided to
stay there for a
while then
decided to go
to lavages
again but then
they were
when they set
of Icarus
forgot what
Dadlus said then he flew higher and higher until he
reached the sun and he said to the sun you think
you’re the biggest thing in the world well we will see
about that but then he remembered what Dadlus said
don’t fly to close to the sun then he felt the wax
dripping of then the wings fell of he tried to catch the
wings but he was too late and all Dadlus saw his own
son fall out the sky so it was gust Alfie and Dadlus.
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